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American with Disabilities Act Notice: The Planning & Zoning Meeting room is accessible to persons 
with disabilities. If you need assistance, please contact City Hall at 634‐7142 at least 48 hours prior to 
the meeting. Planning & Zoning Meetings are available for in person and virtual attendance.  
Use a phone to call 208‐634‐8900, when prompted enter Conference ID 648 065 784#. If there are any 
questions, contact Brian Parker, City Planner (bparker@mccall.id.us).  
 
COMMISSION MEETING – Begins at 3:30 p.m. 
 
CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL – Commissioners Robert Lyons (Chair), Ryan Kinzer, Liz Rock, Tony 
Moss, Tom Mihlfeith, Dana Paugh, Dave Petty 
 

1. Planning Fundamentals – Why can we plan? Why do we plan? - (Meredith Todd; Asst. Planner) 
a. Meeting Packet Logistics/Requests: Cut-Off Day, Order, Etc. 

2. Review of Open Meeting Law - (BessieJo Wagner; City Clerk & Bill Punkoney; City LU Attorney) 
a. Ex Parte Communications & Quasi-Judicial Proceedings  

3. Subjective Language – (Brian Parker; City Planner & Bill Punkoney) 
4. Hot Topics (Bill Punkoney & Brian Parker; City Planner) 

a. Current State of STR Laws in Idaho 
b. Sewer Master Plan  

5. 2024 & 2025 Long Range Planning - (Michelle Groenevelt, CED Director) 
a. Climate Action Plan 
b. Impact Fee Study 
c. Design Guidelines 
d. Transportation Planning 

6. Adjournment 
 
American with Disabilities Act Notice:  The Planning and Zoning Commission meeting room is accessible 
to persons with disabilities.  If you need assistance, contact City Hall at 634-7142. Please allow 48 hours. 
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Three Essential Questions for Better Planning 

Planning for and with people is a complex and challenging 
undertaking. 

Planning practice spans the social and physical sciences, 
requiring planners to gain a comprehensive understanding of 
the many aspects of a proposed topic and offer recommen-
dations for objectively making decisions. The high expecta-
tions placed upon our profession for finding and commu-
nicating multidisciplinary answers to complicated human 
questions means that as planners, we must develop savvy po-
litical acumen, extensive research and analysis proficiencies, 
clear and concise writing styles, and advanced facilitation and 
presentation skills. 

We prove ourselves as reliable, valuable professionals. And 
while the widely used term “the planning process” can mean 
different things to different planners, the essence of planning 
for and with people is simple: we want our work to benefit as 
many people as possible, to negatively impact as few people 
as possible, and to include as many people as possible. 

What if we as planners addressed these intentions directly 
across all our work by asking three essential, explicit questions? 

Who is helped?
Who is harmed?
Who is missing?

This PAS Memo introduces these essential questions and 
explains how they can create a foundation for good planning 
practice by better defining and strengthening the “why” for 
any planning idea. It stresses that we should always have these 
questions in mind for all our work and offers ways to best ask 
them throughout a wide range of planning work routines. 

Effectively integrating these questions throughout planning 
practice can enhance the breadth and depth of our developed 
professional skills. It can also create opportunities for us to take 
stronger leadership positions in community conversations 
around more inclusive decision-making, empowering planners 
to have even more valuable professional roles.

The Essential Questions Explained
We ask versions of these questions all the time, but perhaps 
not explicitly, intentionally, and often as we might. 

Answers arise from seeing and understanding the people we 
serve more meaningfully. Planners already consider the people 
who become the end users of our processes, plans, policies, 
programs, and projects, but asking the essential questions for 
any planning idea allows us to better recognize the potential im-
pacts of planning outcomes on the people in our communities. 

Who Is Helped?
Asking who is helped—identifying the readily apparent users 
or beneficiaries of a planning proposal—commences the 
essential question-asking process. 

At its core, the field of planning is about helping people. 
We become planners because we want to help people, and 
our purpose is to help make great communities a reality for 
everyone. Knowing who we help when we practice plan-

By Kyle Ezell, edd, faicp cud

Figure 1. The three essential planning questions.
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Figure 2. Answering the essential question “Who is helped?” justifies 
a planning proposal. 

To assess the potential negative impacts to as many people 
as possible to create great communities for all, when answer-
ing “Who is harmed?” by a planning proposal, planners should-
consider people who may be:

• Financially harmed. Will someone’s livelihood be affected 
by an incompatible land-use decision, or will an infrastruc-
ture proposal negatively impact someone’s property? 

• Physically harmed. Will someone suffer from unsafe or 
unhealthy physical or environmental conditions caused by 
the outcomes of a planning proposal?

• Culturally harmed. Will someone’s ties to the built envi-
ronment such as important buildings, sites, or landmarks, 
be negatively impacted? 

• Psychologically harmed. Will someone’s state of mind be 
impacted, such as having one’s home demolished against 
one’s will? Or will someone be subjected to potentially 
overwhelming new sensory inputs (e.g., blinking lights, 
loud noises) caused by changes in land uses? 

• Harmed by neglect. Will groups containing many loud 
voices be harmed by being ignored? Will people with 
quieter voices suffer by not being loud enough? 

Answers in any of these “harmed” categories should 
prompt reflection and a reset in our planning strategy.  
Figure 4 summarizes these categories in a checklist  
for planners. 

Planners can modify our scans by coming up with ad-
ditional categories to represent specific circumstances for 
different contexts, always being frank about the potential 
for harm. Doing so invites authentic and caring engage-

ning is a tenet of our profession, so we must begin with  
this question.

Figure 2 illuminates the simple test of asking “Who is 
helped?” that we can use to double-check the “why” of a plan-
ning idea to establish that the idea is good—that is, it helps 
more than it harms. 

If we cannot answer this straightforward question quickly 
and easily for any proposed planning intervention, the inter-
vention should not be necessary. We can use this information 
to justify and to build support for a good idea. 

Who Is Harmed?
Part of helping the communities we serve means doing our 
best within the sphere of our influence to prevent them from 
harm. We can build on our planning profession’s ethical ex-
pectations in deliberately and actively asking for any planning 
proposal, “Who is harmed?” 

Doing so can lead to building trust among people we work 
for and with. Purposefully asking who is harmed by a planning 
idea—directly or indirectly, intentionally or unintentionally—
forces a proactive assessment of its potential negative impacts 
on real people. 

Figure 3 shows how identifying who will be harmed by 
planning work provides reasons for not implementing that 
work. If an idea negatively impacts people, it lessens the 
idea’s value; the “why” becomes less clear. If we can answer 
this question quickly and easily, that idea would likely not be 
worth considering. We can also use the answers to this ques-
tion to improve a planning idea by mitigating any negative 
impacts to people we identify when considering who may be 
harmed by that idea. 

Figure 3. Answering the essential question “Who is harmed?” spotlights 
potential negative outcomes planning proposals have on people. 
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• Are interested in the subject matter. We should identify 
people who could enhance knowledge around topics 
associated with any planning situation. Updated lists of 
agencies, organizations, clubs, and other groups associat-
ed with planning topics can help. For instance, we should 
inform and invite local hikers and fishing clubs to provide 
input on a proposed new park with hiking trails and a 
large fishing pond.

• Live in the greater area. We should work within legal 
requirements for public notification with an awareness of 
those farther away who have a right to be informed and 
engaged. Groups out of the jurisdiction of the range of work 
may be interested in and have a stake in the proposed idea. 
For instance, annual vacationers to a beloved beach town, 
alumni of a college considering a campus reconfiguration, 
and property owners near to but outside of the required no-
tification area for a transformational land-use development 
proposal will likely bring valuable input. 

• Have different abilities and needs. We should continuously 
scan for people with different physical and mental abilities 
and health needs who should be at the decision-making ta-
ble, keeping continuously updated contact lists for reaching 
out across the spectrum of community members’ abilities 
and special needs and building notification partnerships with 
agencies that serve various populations. 

• Are diverse in a variety of ways. We should insist on rep-
resentation for as many people as possible who represent 
the demographic makeup of the people we serve. Notifi-
cation partnerships can include service providers, places of 
worship, schools, and as many organizations as possible to 
bring representative voices into planning conversations. 

Figure 5. Planners should carefully consider who is missing from 
the conversation for all planning ideas. 

ment during the conception of a planning idea, its evo-
lution towards fairer and more equitable outcomes, and its 
implementation. 

Intentionally showing a willingness to acknowledge and 
understand the potential for harm—including legacies of past 
planning-related harms both direct and indirect—manifests in 
the simple, deliberate question, “Who is harmed?” This should 
be asked of everything we as planners do. 

Who Is Missing?
People opposed to or negatively impacted by a planning 
idea may not be present at a decision-making meeting. They 
may not be aware of the public hearing—or if they are aware, 
they may not show up because they do not think they will be 
allowed to speak, are afraid to speak up, or may not have time 
or access to attend a meeting. Any variety of barriers can keep 
someone from participating, and people without connections 
or power may not be seen or heard.

Asking and answering the final essential question “Who is 
missing?” brings challenges. Though we know not everyone 
can or should participate in every planning situation (depend-
ing on the context and location of planning proposals), people 
who can and should be there may be missing from the con-
versation. But identifying people who want to lend their voice 
to a planning process or decision can be difficult because we 
might not think of them, know they are there, or understand 
the context for why they aren’t there. 

The following set of scan questions offers a framework to 
help identify who is missing from the table. Planners should 
look for people who: 

Figure 4. A general checklist planners can use when scanning for 
people who may be harmed. 
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Here, being a leader does not mean being the boss: it 
means taking agency in activating knowledge and skills 
gained from studying and practicing planning, stepping up 
with confidence, and bringing fairer solutions to problems 
that we as planners were trained to solve. Leading by an-
swering the three essential questions can expand planners’ 
curiosity and comprehensive ways of thinking, making it 
easier to see both the big picture and the small details nec-
essary for taking action. 

Actions we decide to take can have many forms depending 
on each situation’s needs. Different planning organizations or 
firms will have different methods for taking action; therefore, 
no one-size-fits-all approach can cover all possibilities in the 
planning field. Because we want our work to benefit as many 
people as possible, negatively impact as few people as possible, 
and include as many people as possible, taking appropriate 
action (recommending, altering, including, extending, revising, 
inviting, encouraging, empowering, and every other conceivable 
possibility) can help make our work fairer, and therefore, better. 

Asking the Essential Questions  
Across Planning Practice
It is implausible (impossible!) to expect that planners will ask all 
three essential questions out loud, all the time, in all planning 
situations. And we may not be taken seriously if we ask who is 
helped, harmed, and missing all day long. 

However, as planners, we should always have those questions 
in mind for everything we do. Keeping those questions front of 
mind will help us encourage better outcomes. Integrating these 
questions will take time, and we will have to think carefully about 
how best to incorporate them into our work routines.

Consider where and when more detailed processes for ask-
ing the essential questions make sense and how they can be 

• Live in communities that are underrepresented or are 
otherwise disproportionally left out of the conver-
sation. Every community will have groups who seem to 
be always left out and are therefore not represented in 
local decision-making processes. Planners must look back 
on how previous planning implementations negatively 
affected people, identify who was missing from those pro-
cesses and thus unable to ask questions or raise concerns, 
and work forward to ensure current conversations include 
all individuals and groups who should have a chance to 
weigh in.

In addition to finding additional individuals or groups who 
may be harmed by a planning idea, answers to the question 
“Who is missing?” can also uncover more people who are 
helped. We can invite newly discovered beneficiaries to partici-
pate in supporting and improving an idea.

Customizing the Essential Questions 

Words matter. They mean different things to different 
people. Since most words and terms do not cleanly 
translate the same way for all situations, consider modify-
ing the essential questions to fit your organizational and 
procedural expectations. 

For instance, replace “Who is helped?” with “Who 
benefits?” Perhaps expand “Who is harmed?” to “Who 
is negatively affected or impacted?” You may want to 
rephrase “Who is missing?” in a way that more directly 
represents a particular planning situation, such as “Who 
is underrepresented in this proposal?” or “Who is absent 
from this conversation?” 

This PAS Memo provides an essential question frame-
work you can adjust as you see fit; you can choose how to 
craft the base questions depending on planning circum-
stances and preferences for one word or term over another.

Figure 6. A general checklist planners can use when scanning for 
missing people. 

Answers, Action, and Leadership
As planners, keeping the essential questions front of mind com-
pliments our professional skillsets and our leadership potential. 
As efficient researchers nimbly learning and making sense of 
knowns and unknowns, we now can include previously unrec-
ognized people who are helped, harmed, and missing. With 
this information, we can lead richer community conversations 
about planning ideas in ways that help applicants, community 
members, and decision makers better understand the potential 
impacts of those proposals, and we can help ensure to the best 
of our abilities that our work benefits as many as possible, harms 
as few as possible, and includes everyone possible. 
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integrated more formally into established planning work. The 
following sections show how asking the essential questions 
can add value to our planning duties and offer suggestions 
about when and how we might regularly ask the questions 
when leading comprehensive and other plan-making process-
es; developing or reviewing policies, programs, or projects; and 
having formal or informal discussions about our communities.

Plan Making 
Involving detailed process design and covering all topics, 
ranges, and scales, making plans presents many opportunities 
for asking and answering the essential questions. Plans create 
guiding visions and provide specific recommendations for 
achieving those visions to communities. Therefore, we must 
strive for our plan-making processes to bring everyone to the 
table, gather feedback from as many people as possible, and 
produce well-thought-out recommendations that benefit the 
entire community. 

Generally, for any planning process design, we must do the 
following:

• Ask and answer the essential questions before we begin. 
• Employ the essential questions throughout when creating 

and confirming the “why” for goals, objectives, policies, 
and actions. 

• Scan for people who are underrepresented or missing 
from the conversation and invite and include them in our 
process. 

The essential questions should be integrated into all steps 
of the plan-making process, as described below. As part of our 
published plans, we should document asking and answer-
ing the questions and any subsequent actions taken for all 
plan-making stages.

Preparing to launch the plan-making process. Planning 
processes offer value only if they accurately represent people. 
One of the critical times for asking the essential questions 
happens well before the visioning and other public input 
sessions begin. Answering the questions is performing “fairness 
due diligence” in helping ensure we have carefully considered 
people whose voices enhance visioning and goal setting and 
who should be encouraged to participate. 

To reach the most people in creating great communities for 
all, “Who is helped?” becomes a fundamental question to set 
the plan-making process’s vision and mission. Answers to who 
is harmed and missing can help us understand people left out 
of the plan’s benefits, without resources or access to education 
and representation. We can find, invite, and welcome them 
well before the date of the first public meeting.

Visioning and values. Visioning sessions are meetings 
setting long-range visions and goals. Charettes (high-intensity, 
in-depth sessions centered around a longer-range vision or 
goal-setting topic or problem) often launch plan-making pro-
cesses by establishing a community vision and goals to guide 
subsequent plan development. Creating a vision for specific 

(and sometimes existential) planning issues requires commu-
nity members to define their agreed-upon values from which 
a plan’s visions and missions take root and grow. Asking and 
answering the essential questions can improve representation. 

We can also ensure a more representative vision throughout 
the plan-making process by continuously asking “Who is miss-
ing?” Identifying and including community members whose 
ideas and concerns have been missing from previous conver-
sations about community visions and goals will strengthen 
the process and result in the creation of more inclusive and 
representative community values. 

Public engagement data strategy. Once we find answers 
for who should be invited to a plan-making process, we can 
also ask and answer the essential questions to discover how 
different approaches to collecting data might help, harm, and 
leave people out, helping us strategize better public engage-
ment and input processes. Doing so can positively impact our 
plan-making process’ visions, goals, and recommendations. 

We can closely look at our data-gathering methods and 
sources in focus groups, surveys, and public engagement tech-
nology. For instance, who is helped by posting a survey online 
might be people on a particular social media platform, potential-
ly skewing results. Who is harmed or missed by posting a survey 
online might be people without access to technology, so choose 
data collection methods that help increase participation.

Also, think about who may be helped, harmed, and miss-
ing when selecting data and tools from external sources. 
Make sure those providers collect their data from fact-based, 
relevant, unbiased, and reputable methods and sources. 
Integrating the essential questions into data-driven process-
es can increase the chances for high-quality, relevant, and 
reputable data that leaves no one out and avoids building 
bias into an analysis. 

Public meetings. Encouraging planning decision makers 
(such as board members and commissioners) to ask the essen-
tial questions can help us continuously monitor our plan-mak-
ing process’ level of success. Making sure to ask the questions 
out loud during the many public meetings required in plan 
making supports the following outcomes: 

• Gaining clarity on a plan’s impacts
• Providing answers to make well-informed, justifiable 

decisions
• Bringing human impacts of decisions to light
• Keeping the conversation focused on what is important
• Improving outcomes for all involved
• Providing depth to deliberations 
• Generating viable alternatives 
• Exposing potentially unethical motives
• Increasing comprehensiveness in decision-making
• Uncovering or identifying unintended outcomes of  

decision-making 
• Providing opportunities for greater consensus 

We can use the essential questions to accomplish the fol-
lowing elements of successful public meeting outcomes: 
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Lifting missing voices in public meetings during plan 
making. When organizing and facilitating meetings, we can 
ask who is harmed and missing to interpret whether people 
feel comfortable speaking. In the context of an active meeting, 
this can look like making sure no one person or group is domi-
nating the conversation (scanning for missing voices and those 
harmed by neglect).

Reducing adverse effects by considering accessibility. 
If our data collection strategies in a public meeting involve 
movement, we can ask who may be harmed and missing. 
Planning process activities such as “gallery walks” or poster 
pin-ups and reviews, sticky dot voting, post-it note comment-
ing, stretching over base maps, and other movement-relat-
ed activities offer excellent ways to gather input. Still, they 
will likely hinder some participants with ambulatory issues, 
eliminating critical voices—and therefore harming by neglect 
or leaving people out. Consider people with vision, hearing, 
sensory, social anxiety, and technology access issues. We know 
how hard it is to provide fully accessible meetings, but asking 
the essential questions and making necessary changes can 
support our aspirations.

Decreasing the number of people who may be harmed 
or missing through diversity assessment. Facilitating 
meetings offers assessment opportunities for inclusiveness. 
Take time to determine if the diversity in the room generally 
represents the community’s representative census data. Also, 
we can account for underrepresented people and groups that 
were identified when preparing to launch the plan-making 
process. After each public meeting, we should ask and answer 
the questions again to evaluate the success of our attempt 
in attracting people we hoped would attend. Did those who 
showed up represent one group more than others? Did we 
notice people and groups who weren’t there? If so, consider 
how the resulting lack of diverse ideas from public input might 
harm the plan.

Readjusting between public meetings. We can ask and 
answer the essential questions to guide adjustments between 
public meetings to potentially increase chances for people to 
participate and build a sense of ownership in the plan, which is 
crucial for implementation.

Drafting plan policies, objectives, and actions. As noted 
above, we can keep the essential questions in mind and ask 
them throughout the plan-making process, actively seeking to 
achieve continuous improvement.

Public review and feedback. When seeking public input 
on the draft plan, we can focus on who is harmed (by neglect) 
and missing. When preparing for widespread publication 
across all media platforms, we must consider the accessibility 
and inclusion checks provided above for public engagement 
strategy development and public meetings. Is the draft plan 
conspicuous and accessible for everyone? Did we consider 
people with different abilities and needs who will want to 
see the draft? Did we ensure media outlets reach people in 
the community and did we consider how people find, read, 
and provide feedback on draft plans? We can check on the 
beneficiaries, the negatively affected, and people who may be 

underrepresented throughout the review and feedback period 
and shift outreach strategies accordingly.

Finalizing the plan document. We can make sure to pub-
lish documented steps in asking and answering the essential 
questions. Published steps become a record of monitoring 
answers and actions taken to improve the community’s pro-
cess over the plan’s lifespan. When launching new plans and 
updating old ones, we can examine the success of employing 
the questions by scrutinizing current conditions, making ad-
justments, and improving as we advance. 

Implementation. Using the essential questions to gauge 
and manage shared, equitable implementation, we can select 
those accountable for plans’ implementation as we continue 
improving wider stakeholder participation. 

Policies
Plans are collections of policies and recommendations, but local 
governments may develop and adopt standalone policies inde-
pendent of their plans. Policy development also offers opportu-
nities for planners to ask and answer the essential questions. 

The essential questions are critical in policy making because 
policies are widespread community directives that typically apply 
to many people and form the basis for creating and implement-
ing rules. Answering the questions “Who is helped?” and “Who is 
harmed?” can mitigate unintended negative consequences. 

Problem identification. Asking the essential questions 
helps us establish the “why” for our policy-making processes, 
providing a more thoughtful justification for why and how we 
should solve an identified problem.

Policy making. The essential questions and their answers 
can help policies take positive directions as they make their 
way through decision-making bodies and bureaucracies to be 
adopted and implemented. 

Policy adoption and implementation. If we answer the 
essential questions and take appropriate actions in develop-
ing a policy and finalizing it for adoption, it will help establish 
confidence in a policy’s worth. Still, we should take the time 
to check through the questions again. Has anything changed 
since the problem identification that might impact the an-
swers? Hopefully not, but last-minute adjustments could be 
warranted. We can also use the answers to prioritize policies; if 
a policy helps many people and harms few or none, this justi-
fies funding and implementation.

Evaluation. A fundamental application of answering the 
essential questions is taking a detailed look at how an imple-
mented policy helped people, harmed people, or missed peo-
ple. With this knowledge, we can put forward more informed 
recommendations and make necessary adjustments. 

Programs 
When we develop programs to solve an issue or meet targeted 
needs, “Who is helped?” becomes the crucial question. Answers 
support our confidence in developing and administering 
programs that are truly helping who they intend to help. And 
though the goal of creating a new program is never to harm 
people, we can ask “Who is harmed?” to make sure. Finally, ask-
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ing “Who is missing?” could reveal additional people who may 
be helped by a program or suggest different implementation 
strategies to maximize program benefits and make the most of 
program investments. 

Program justification and goal setting. Limited resourc-
es mean that planners and others require good reasons for 
proposing and developing programs. How many people will 
the proposed program help, and are we sure it will not harm 
anyone? We may not know who is missing when validating 
why a proposed program should exist, but asking the question 
will keep this idea on the radar later. 

Once the “why” of the program is established, answers to 
the essential questions can help form proposed program goals: 
we can target goals to improve the lives of people who are 
harmed and increase the number of people who are helped. 
Answering “Who is missing?” at this stage is essential. We may 
discover opportunities to expand a proposed program’s reach. 

Budgeting and implementation. If a proposed program 
helps many people and keeps them from harm, we can make a 
stronger argument for allocating funds for its implementation. 
Building out a program requires action steps (often including 
physical logistics) and working out the details needed for a 
program to be successful offers additional opportunities for 
asking the essential questions.

Evaluation. Asking the essential questions during each 
annual review can help us identify who a program may have 
helped beyond the intended participants, understand any 
unintended negative consequences or impacts to people, and 
offer opportunities to uncover more people who might be 
helped by the program. Enhancing formal audits with answers 
to the essential questions allows us to more clearly identify 
ways to improve.

Projects 
Projects can benefit from the essential questions, as asking 
them refocuses the conversation from what the project is to 
who the project’s users are. Often designed and implemented 
by private entities, projects include residential, commercial, 
or mixed-use developments. Public agencies may also lead or 
participate in project design and implementation; examples 
include a development authority constructing an affordable 
housing project or managing a brownfields redevelopment, 
a transit agency leading infrastructure improvements, or a 
local government forming a public-private partnership for a 
revitalization project.

Near-term implementation involves current planning ac-
tions, such as project conception and design, technical reviews, 
planner recommendations, public hearings, applicant revisions, 
approvals, budgeting and scheduling, construction, and proj-
ect evaluation. Answers to the essential questions can benefit 
projects throughout all such efforts. 

Conception and design. During a project’s conception and 
design phases, planners will hear from people asking questions 
or complaining about the project. The essential questions 
can become part of the dialogue between staff and project 
applicants, which can help applicants better understand the 

potential impacts of—and potential community opposition 
to—their projects. This can inform adjustments to projects that 
result in better community benefits, smoother public com-
ment processes, and better development outcomes. Project 
commentors can use the questions to assess projects that will 
impact them, potentially resulting in constructive suggestions 
rather than outright condemnation.

Planners and designers in both the public and private 
sectors also bring forth project proposals and designs. Pub-
lic-sector planners working for and with people will be familiar 
with their communities and how the people they serve could 
be helped, harmed, or missed by a proposed project. They will 
immediately or quickly be able to answer the essential ques-
tions and can encourage project applicants to concurrently ask 
and answer the questions themselves. 

Private-sector planners and designers contracted by mu-
nicipalities, land developers, and other entities usually do not 
directly report to people they plan for and with. Since they may 
not immediately know the answers to the essential questions 
when working in nonlocal or otherwise unfamiliar commu-
nities, they may need more time to seek answers and ensure 
they are correct. Private-sector planners can integrate the es-
sential questions and answers as part of requisite due diligence 
in project proposals and designs to show they care enough to 
consider the needs of all community members.

Technical reviews. Current planning reviews of design, 
transportation, and construction projects require specialized 
expertise and meticulousness. They can also de-emphasize 
people. Answering the essential questions remind reviewers 
that people are the end users of a proposed project. 

Answers to the questions support our decisions when we 
analyze engineered drawings or site plans, review the technical 
data found in digital or blueprint layers, or navigate land-use 
tables. Technical project reviews pair well with the questions 
because visuals allow us to point to details we can see and 
encourage imagination when answering. (“See this curb cut for 
the parking lot entrance? Who is helped and harmed by the 
decision to locate it there?”) 

When we work as technical reviewers, we cannot realistically 
(and should not) ask these three questions out loud every time 
we see something on a site plan. But general awareness of the 
essential questions reminds us to remember who is helped, 
harmed, and missing and to take appropriate action as we dig 
deep into the details. 

Recommendations. Since our recommendations as 
planners influence projects, answering the essential questions 
when writing reports provides an additional layer of care and 
thoughtfulness, potentially improving projects under consider-
ation. We can achieve higher levels of trust with our communi-
ties when we demonstrate our awareness of the specific ways 
projects help, harm, or leave people out, and we can create 
fairer recommendations with that information. 

Public hearings. Generally held during an existing meeting 
such as a planning commission or city council meeting, public 
hearings offer people a chance to express their opinions on 
project proposals. The essential questions can help us guide 
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public dialogue around a proposed project, providing focus, 
clarity, and community around its impacts on real people.

Applicant revisions and approvals. We and other review-
ers can verify that any revisions applicants make to project 
proposals help more, harm less, and bring more people to the 
table. And asking the questions one last time before project 
approval can increase confidence for decision makers. 

Implementation schedules and budgeting. We can 
employ questions and answers in prioritizing which projects 
should be implemented and when. For instance, when deter-
mining the implementation schedule for a community’s parks 
and recreation plan, we can ask, “Who is helped and harmed 
if we implement Park A’s improvements before Park B’s?” This 
can help us guide more informed budget decisions and more 
transparent public communication about those decisions. 

Construction. Project implementation is high profile, 
and projects under construction directly impact people. The 
essential questions can improve people’s experiences during 
times of change. Asking and answering the questions across 
the range of activities required for a project’s implementation 
can potentially create a more tolerable, humane experience. 
Examples include land clearing, foundation pouring, utility 
work, framing, installing, operating construction equipment, 
transportation detours, parking and storing the construction 
equipment, and many other situations. Who will be helped 
and harmed by construction during the workday and over the 
nighttime hours? Who should be part of the conversation on 
leaving heavy construction equipment on the school parking 
lot? Construction managers can choose to reduce negative 
real-time impacts that project implementation often brings. 

Evaluation. Were decision makers correct? Did the proj-
ect help more people than it harmed? Were missing people 
found? Answering the essential questions as part of an eval-
uation process can provide clear directions for improving an 
implemented project and enhancing similar projects through 
lessons learned. 

Planning Deliberations 
As planners, we can ask the essential questions any time deci-
sion makers and the public consider a planning topic, includ-
ing in any meeting for any planning proposal at all ranges and 
scales. Whether in public meetings, professional conversations, 
or in an individual planner’s mind, asking and answering the 
questions can enhance the value of planning-related discus-
sions and decision-making outcomes.

Regular meetings. For meetings scheduled during specific, 
expected times (e.g., a monthly planning commission meeting) 
in which some form of Robert’s Rules of Order (or modified 
Parliamentary procedural meeting rules) is employed, decision 
makers can ask and begin answering the questions at appro-
priate times during proceedings. 

Staff reports. The essential questions can support us 
as planners in writing better staff reports and adding more 
value to our recommendations, providing increased clarity 
and confidence for decision makers and the trust granted by 
people we serve. 

Visualizing the Essential Questions 
New concepts—even three simple questions—can be 
difficult to visualize when considering how they fit into your 
planning duties. Imagine yourself in various planning roles 
and what you might say to gain a better understanding of 
potential opportunities: 

Plan making: 
• The planning manager evaluating past plans’ impacts 

before beginning a new plan-making process: “Let’s take 
a look at the current and prior plans and ask who these 
plans helped and harmed—and who was missing from 
the process—to guide our new initiative and help us avoid 
past mistakes.” 

• The lead planner holding internal pre-plan-making 
meetings with colleagues as a pre-scanning exercise: 
“We’re here today to define the ‘why’ for our plan by 
determining who will enjoy planning’s impacts, who may 
be negatively impacted, and who doesn’t know but would 
want to know about our work. This way, we can get a 
handle on current conditions before we officially begin the 
plan-making process.” 

• A planner in charge of online content adding an 
interactive and updatable webpage for the plan’s 
informational website: “Welcome to this page, where you 
can offer input to help make our plan as fair as possible 
by offering your thoughts on who the plan helps, who it 
potentially harms, and who is currently absent from the 
conversation.” 

• The planning director bringing the plan to official 
adoption: “We feel confident that knowing who benefits, 
may be negatively affected, or left out of the conversation 
increased our goal of being as fair, transparent, and demo-
cratic as possible. I urge you to adopt this plan.” 

Policy making and implementation: 
• A planning consultant beginning an environmental 

scan for a proposed policy: “We have begun identifying 
and tracking current and future trends associated with 
your proposed policy. We want to find who is currently 
helped, harmed, and missing in the assessment of our 
current condition, then predict how their situations might 
change if the proposed policy is implemented.” 

• The planning policy initiators investigating political 
will: “Who in local politics might win, lose, or be absent as 
a result of our policy idea? Let’s consider how what we are 
proposing might create political winners and losers. Our 
developed policy will require political buy-in, so let’s strive 
to design our policy for more winners.”

• A planner writing an annual policy review: “Following 
is information on the people we serve and how we ask 
who is helped, harmed, and missing to monitor the reach 
of our work.” 
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Program development: 
• The planners exploring a need for a program: “Today we 

launch a needs assessment to identify who our program will 
serve, but to also explore possible unintended consequences 
and human impacts of our proposed program by asking 
who is helped, who is harmed, and who is missing from the 
dialogue around our program idea.” 

• A private planning consultant holding a focus group: 
“Today, we want your thoughts on how to make our program 
work for everyone possible. Who will likely benefit? Who 
probably won’t? Have we done a good enough job of inviting 
everyone who needs to be here?”

• The core planning team developing goals and objectives for 
a program: “We’ve gathered a lot of input from the public and 
stakeholders about what our policy’s goals and objectives should 
be. Do they help? Do they harm? Do they leave anyone out?”

Project proposal development and review: 
• A current planner with a project applicant: “We ask that you 

as the project proposer take time to answer the following three 
questions as accurately and completely as possible: Who is 
served by your project? Who is negatively impacted by your proj-
ect? Who is missing from the table in evaluating your project?”

• A private-sector planner facilitating a neighborhood input 
session to discuss a land-development project proposal: 
“We know this is where your heart lives, and we hope you can 
help us figure out how we can be good neighbors today by 
thinking about how this project will help the neighborhood, 
whether it might somehow have a negative impact on you or 
others, and who may be missing from the discussion today.”

• A site planner reviewing a project’s site plan: “How does this 
location for a new manufacturing plant help or harm resi-
dents in both this neighborhood and the greater community, 
and who might not but should know about this proposal?” 

Planning deliberations: 
• A current planner presenting staff recommendations to 

the board of zoning appeals: “Based on our assessment of 
who will benefit, who will be negatively affected, and who we 
believe is underrepresented, staff recommends not approving 
the request. We have determined this proposal could possibly 
harm a significant number of residents, and we believe many 
people to be unaware of the proposal and its impacts.” 

• A city councilor in an emergency budget meeting: “Who 
does this budget cut proposal advantage? Who does it disad-
vantage? And who doesn’t know it’s coming?” 

• A planner in an internal meeting with colleagues choosing 
neighborhoods for their next neighborhood planning 
effort: “How does spending our time and resources updating 
an existing plan for a neighborhood not currently in need 
help or harm the rest of town? There are a lot of people not yet 
involved in our community’s planning process.” 

• A planner thinking alone, watching a moving van carry 
out a family’s furniture, wondering about unintentional 
displacement in a fast-changing neighborhood: “Did our 
property tax abatement policy decisions for this neighbor-
hood harm this family, who might be moving because they 
have to, not because they want to? I sure hope we didn’t 
inadvertently help only those people who needed it the least, 
and I don’t know where to begin to understand who’s missing 
here. I’ll bring this up with the other planners as I work on the 
department’s annual plan implementation evaluation report.” 

Does one or more of the above opportunities to implement 
the essential questions apply to your planning practice? These 
are only a few of the many possibilities. 

Public forums and special meetings. Often lengthy and 
focused on one topic (such as the need for a comprehensive 
plan or the details and outcomes of a community visioning 
session), these meetings invite the public to learn about, 
discuss, and debate an idea in more depth than is typically pos-
sible in a regular meeting. Essential questions can bring depth 
and breadth to these deliberations. We planners, decision 
makers, and participants can explicitly ask and answer who is 
helped, harmed, and missing. 

Emergency meetings. Answers to the questions can help 
decision makers think more deeply about the human impacts 
of their decisions before they take action. Essential questions 
can also steer emergency meetings deliberating on topics 
requiring immediate attention.

Conversations with planning colleagues and decision 
makers. Much of our work involves behind-the-scenes inter-
actions with colleagues, including professional conversations, 
data preparation, and recommendation development. We can 
employ the questions in various situations, such as discussing 

a topic with applicants, researching in the field, brainstorm-
ing with colleagues, and conducting internal meetings with 
decision makers.

Alone. Though this PAS Memo stresses purposeful imple-
mentation of the essential questions in everyday work, asking 
and answering the questions never requires a formal process. 
As individual planners, we should be asking and answering the 
questions in our minds as we fulfill our planning duties. 

Conclusion
This PAS Memo demonstrates how using three essential 
questions—Who is helped? Who is harmed? Who is missing?—
when planning for and with people across planning practice 
can make communities fairer and better. 

Asking and answering these three straightforward questions 
enhances our ability to cut to the chase to what is real, because 
our work involves real people. And though we often work in 
highly complex ambiguity within our multidisciplinary field, 
starting with these simple questions allows us to more effec-
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tively explain the very real human impacts of planning ideas in 
our visual, verbal, and written communications. The breadth of 
our developed skills and knowledge exemplifies the qualities 
of successful leaders: answering the essential questions and 
taking action provides opportunities for us to have an even 
more valuable professional role as planners. 

But be flexible and realistic. We must understand when and 
where to take advantage of opportunities to ask the essential 
questions in our everyday work and expand their use across 
work ranges and scales—facilitating meetings, writing reports, 
making recommendations, crafting and implementing plans, in 
one-on-one conversations or in large group discussions—but 
we must realize nothing is perfect. Some people will always 
be helped too much. Others will be unavoidably harmed. And 
unfortunately, many people will never make it to the table. 
Life is not fair; being realistic about this can stave off burnout. 
Though implementing a planning culture that regularly asks 
and answers these three essential questions doesn’t guarantee 
easy and straightforward decisions, it does allow planners and 
decision makers to make the most informed, transparent, and 
therefore best decisions possible in each context and situation. 

Everywhere possible in our planning practice we should 
ask who is helped, harmed, and missing. We must always keep 
these three questions front of mind to help us encourage 
fairer outcomes in everything we do. When we answer the 
questions, we can decide the best ways to take action. Because 
when planning for and with people, knowing “who is” and 
taking action represents our “why.” 
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Community Character 
and Form



Community 
Character

What is community character ?
Community character refers to the distinct identity of a place. It is 
the collective impression a neighborhood or town makes on 
residents and visitors. 

 Landscape Architects - natural features

 Sociologist – Interpersonal and instructional relationships

 Urban Planners – physical characteristics 

Character can be grouped into three categories
 Urban Form – streets, blocks, lots, buildings – man made features

 Natural Features – terrain, vegetation, wildlife and bodies of water

 Demographics – human population, age, sex, race, household size, 
religion etc.



Community 
Character 

 Describes a continuum from rural to urban 

 Scale of development intensities (undisturbed natural setting to urban 
centers)

 Defining these intensities uses multiple variables of character

 Three class of development 

 Urban, suburban, and rural each delineated by design types

 Urban – urban core, urban and auto urban

 Suburban  - suburban and estate 

 Rural – countryside, agricultural and natural 

 Variation in Zoning depends on

 Topography

 Geology and soils 

 Climatic conditions 

 Environment & Social Norms/Knowledge

 Laws and common practice in each state and place



Community 
Character 

• Similar land uses may be designed to meet or enhance 
different character types 

Landscaping  Standards
Street design (Multi-Modal)
Lot patterns (Linear or Abstract)
Open space requirements and placement

Land use density 

Land Use, lot size, density, frontage – irrelevant as individual 
measures but together drive implementation of a Community's 
Vision over time





Community 
Character

¶Community character requires a ÓÙÍÐÈÏÎÙ of design 
ÃÏÎÓÉÄÅÒÁÔÉÏÎÓ ÁÎÄ ÉÍÐÒÏÖÅÍÅÎÔ ÒÅÑÕÉÒÅÍÅÎÔÓ ÔÏ ÃÒÅÁÔÅ Á 
ÄÅÓÉÒÅÄ ÏÕÔÃÏÍÅȢ 
¶Balance of design elements ɉ,ÏÔ ÃÏÖÅÒÁÇÅȟ ÓÅÔÂÁÃËÓȟ ,ÁÎÄÓÃÁÐÉÎÇ ÃÁÌÃÕÌÁÔÉÏÎÓɊ
¶Uses series of control measures 

 2ÁÔÉÏÓ ÏÆ green space ÔÏ ÈÁÒÄÓÃÁÐÅȟ and ÔÏ buildings 

 Example - allowing an increase in density as incentive for sustainable 
development practicesȟ ÏÒȠ ÄÕÅ ÔÏ ÐÒÏÖÉÓÉÏÎÓ ÏÆ ÌÏÃÁÌ ÈÏÕÓÉÎÇ

¶#ÏÍÍÕÎÉÔÙ #ÈÁÒÁÃÔÅÒ ÉÓ Õsed in development of land use plan 

 Dimensions and measures calibrate densities, percentages of open 
space %, dimensional standards etc.

 Ordinances that fail to achieve intended outcome 

 ¶OveremphasiÚÅ lot sizeȟ ÄÉÍÅÎÓÉÏÎȟ ÏÒ ÐÁÒËÉÎÇ ÐÒÏÖÉÓÉÏÎÓ

 ¶Lack emphasis on ÓÉÔÅȤÓÐÅÃÉÆÉÃ ÌÁÎÄÓÃÁÐÅ and building design 

 ¶Use uniform sÔÁÎÄÁÒÄÓ across districts 



Resources 

 Defining and Measuring Community Character Zoning Practice, 
#10 

 Measuring Community Character PAS Quick Notes #72

 Form-Based Codes Defined - Form-Based Codes Institute at Smart 
Growth America : Form-Based Codes Institute at Smart Growth 
America (formbasedcodes.org)

https://planning-org-uploaded-media.s3.amazonaws.com/document/ZoningPractice201012.pdf
https://planning-org-uploaded-media.s3.amazonaws.com/document/PAS-QuickNotes-72.pdf
https://formbasedcodes.org/definition/
https://formbasedcodes.org/definition/
https://formbasedcodes.org/definition/


Understanding Takings and Notable Law Cases;
Why and how do we Plan?



Takings  Vs.
• A taking is when the government seizes

private property for public use.

• A taking can come in two forms:
• Physical: the governm ent literally takes the

property from its owner  v ia  exactions
(requir ing a substantial  nexus to project
impacts)  or  eminent domain (which
requires just  compensation) .

• Constructive (also called Regulatory): the
governm ent restr icts the owner 's r ights so
m uch that the governm ental action becom es
the functional equivalent of a physical seizure.

• A taking may be the actual seizure of
property by the government, or the
taking may  be in the form of a
regulatory taking, which occurs when
the government restricts a person’s use
of their property to the point of it
constituting a taking.

Land Use Restrictions
• In 1926, the United States Supreme Court approved 

zoning as an acceptable local government "police 
power."

o Article XII,  § 2 of the Idaho Constitution 
expressly grant cities and counties the 
authority to enact police power regulations. 
The extent of this authority in Idaho is 
described in greater detail in the Local Land 
Use Planning Act (LLUPA).

• Land use restrictions are not considered a 
taking unless the regulation removes “all 
economical beneficial us[e]’ of [the] 
property.”

• Local Zoning ordinances should balance the 
cultivation of a healthy, safe, and enjoyable 
community with preservation of individual 
property rights. 



Nollan v. California Coastal Commission

Year: 1987 | Highest Court: United States Supreme Court | Where: Ventura, California

Summary: The Nollans owned beachfront property in Ventura County. It was bordered on both sides by publicly 
accessible beaches. The purchase required that an existing bungalow on the lot be demolished. Similar to its decisions in 
other beachfront property cases, the California Coastal Commission (CCC) conditioned the Nollans' building permit 
application to demolish the bungalow and build a new home upon their allowing the public an easement to pass across a 
portion of their beachfront. The Nollans appealed the California Court of Appeal decision that the CCC action did not 
constitute a taking.

Significance: Created "essential nexus" takings test for conditioning development approvals on dedications and 
exactions. There must be a strong relationship between the problem created by proposed development and the 
proposed exaction (or mitigation), or else compensation may be required.

NEXUS: a connection or link between things, persons, or events especially that is or is part of a chain of causation.

TL;DR: Nollans wanted to build a house. CCC wanted an easement to allow access to beach. Nollans said easement 
limited land use. Court said development exactions are valid if they are reasonable and related to the projects impact.



Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co.

Year: 1926 | Highest Court: United States Supreme 
Court

| Where: Euclid, Ohio

Summary: In 1922, Euclid adopted "a comprehensive zoning plan for regulating and restricting the location of trades, 
industries, apartment houses, two-family houses, etc., the lot area to be built upon, the size and height of buildings, etc." 
Ambler Realty claimed that the zoning ordinance as applied to its individual property (which would mostly allow only 
residential, as opposed to industrial, uses) violated its constitutional property rights, and constituted an attempt to 
restrict and control the lawful uses of its land by confiscating and destroying much of its value.

Significance: Established the principle and practice of land use zones in the U.S.

Too Long; Didn't Read: Euclid proposed limiting land uses through a zoning plan. Ambler Realty couldn’t build what they 
wanted because of the Zone the property was located within. Zoning was upheld as a police power of the State. If zoning 
is reasonable it will be upheld.



Golden v. Planning Board of Ramapo

Year: 1972 | Highest Court: State | Where: Ramapo, New York

Summary: Ramapo enacted an ordinance prohibiting any proposed development unless developers obtained a special 
permit. Permits were awarded based on a point system that accounted for available municipal facilities in the 
development area (sewage, drainage, roads, firehouses, parks, and schools). The ordinance was designed to phase 
development over time (up to 18 years) although developers could accelerate the approval process by constructing 
infrastructure themselves. Golden protested the denial of a special permit to construct a residential subdivision.

Significance: Recognized growth phasing programs as valid exercises of police power.

TL;DR: Ramapo wanted to limit the pace of growth so they established growth management planning. Requiring 
adequate services as a development condition is okay.



City of McCall 
Design 

Guidelines
Haze Noble - 2023

Senior Project - MDHS



Origin
The document 
was created 
for the city of 
McCall on 
March 16, 
2006



Purpose
Outlines ways for 
developers to develop 
land in a way that 
benefits McCall



Value
Provides well 
thought out 
guidelines to 
help McCall 
grow and 
develop



Limitations
The document is 17 
years old, and some 
things have changed



Why I 
am Here

Things that could be 
clarified or added



Solar 
Energy

Guideline 21 states that "solar 
panels on roofs must be hidden 
or de-emphasized so that they 
are not readily visible from 
nearby properties"

This makes it much harder to 
remain energy efficient because 
many times the best location 
for solar panels is in plain view.



Vegetation

Guideline 3, 40, and 41 ask to preserve 
existing wildlife, trees, vegetation, and 
other significant natural features such 
as wetlands.

Guideline 1 states that projects should 
preserve natural massing features while 
also placing them within or at the edge 
of forested areas.

Trying to preserve our natural 
wilderness while also telling 
developers to build inside of it is 
somewhat contradictory



Natural 
Disasters

While McCall has unique protection 
from fires due to the smoke jumper 
base being localized in McCall, there 
should be some thought placed on fire 
safe design in the guidelines.

Other issues such as flooding, winter 
storms, severe storms, droughts, 
landslides, and power outages should 
be considered when designing vital 
infrastructure such as roadways and 
parking



Vertical vs 
Horizontal 
Parking

Guideline E suggests consolidating 
parking into larger facilities as McCall 
grows. Guideline 7 suggests consolidating 
buildings and parking. Other guidelines 
give suggestions for screening large 
parkinglots.

While it is important to maintain McCall's 
natural skyline, it is also important to save 
horizontal space and prevent urban 
sprawl. Vertical parking garages can be a 
good solution to save space and 
consolidate parking.



Regular 
Updates

It would be shrewd to have a review of the 
document on a certain interval and to allow 
adaptations as situations develop.



 

 

2024‐2026 Work Plan for Major Tasks/Projects in Community and Economic Development Department 

  Long‐Range Planning  Current Planning  Geographic 
Information Systems 
(GIS) 

Building   Grants  Administration/ 
General 

2024  Housing Action Plan 
implementation – 
(Housing Coordinator 
hire, deed restriction 
program review & 
update, JWAG) 
 
Assist with Regional 
Housing Needs 
Assessment 
 
Climate Action 
Planning RFP/ 
planning process 
begin 
 
Impact Fee Report 
Update/Implementat
ion 
 

Training for Planning and 
Zoning Commission and 
governing boards 
 
Code Updates‐ Impact Area, 
STRs, Housing, etc. 
 
MOU‐ Impact Area and 
associated work 
 
 

Find in‐house 
employees 
(Coordinator and Tech) 
 
Outsource GIS in 
interim 

Library support 
 
ADA Transition 
Implementation 
 
 

Seek grants for 
City projects‐
submit and 
administer‐ 
 
 
Public Art 
Projects‐ utility 
box and library 
 

City/Sewer District local 
housing policy (JWAG) 
 
Solid waste/recycling 
RFP  
 
Monthly planning 
reports to Valley County 
 
MRA – potential projects 

2025  McCall Climate 
Action Planning ends 
 
Housing Action Plan 
Implementation 
 
Design Guidelines 
Update 

Historic Preservation code 
update 
 
Code updates as needed 
 
Training for Planning and 
Zoning Commission and 
governing boards 
 

  ADA Transition 
Implementation 
 

Seek grants for 
City projects‐
submit and 
administer‐ 
 
 
Public Art 
Projects 

MRA planning/project 
implementation 
 
Parking Counts 



 

 

2026  McCall Area 
Comprehensive Plan 
Update begins 

Training for Planning and 
Zoning Commission and 
governing boards 
 

  ADA Transition 
Implementation 
 

Public Art 
Projects 

Parking Study? 

Updated 2/8/24 
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